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The different branches of recursion theory can be stratitied according to the 
power of the permissible computations and the size of the objects studied. 
Toward one end are classical recursion theory and the study of the arithmetic 
degrees, as they deal with reals and the computations are definitions over L,, at 
the other are E-recursion theory and admissibility, being applicable to arbitrary 
sets and having a coarser degree structure. ZI: logic fits snugly in the middle and 
can contribute to our understanding of these other fields. 
A primary technique of II: logic is the representation of ordinals and related 
systems as direct limits of fir&e approximations. For instance, suppose we ask if 
some Al property P holds of a countable ordinal /3. There% a corresponding tree 
q of fmite approximations to a model in which P holds of p, such that q is 
well-founded iff P(B’) W/3’ ~j3. Letting Tn be the tree of approximations for 
P(n), n tz 0, q is the dkect limit of the T,‘s just as #3 is the direct limit of finite 
sets. So P(B) is determined by the Tn’s and an appropriate directed system. This 
construction is E-recursive. If P is simple, then n- T, is E-recursive, and Ig is the 
limit of all of its 6&e subsets E-recursively in #L So these constructions ‘of ITi 
logic are weaker than those of E-recursion, and stronger than low-level 
definability. 
As an application, Van de Wiele [8] used II: logic (albeit a more proof- 
theoretic argument than the one just sketched) for a result relating admissibility 
and E-recursion: if F: V+ V is uniformly Cl over ail admissible sets, then it is 
E-recursive. Later, Slaman [7] proved the same wholly within E-recursion theory. 
Furthermore, he generalized it to functions F which are uniformly X,(p), where p 
is a hereditarily countable parameter, aud to F : ORID-, V uniformly Z&I) for 
any p, given an extension of the schemas of E-recursion (ES,-recursion). 
Intuitively speaking, he allowed for the collection of all computations of minimal 
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by TC(p). With this rule, the E&,-r.e. seti are closed 
we oolnplete the cycle by adapting a mi-proof of the original 
Gri@or-Normarm [3] and Ressayre [S]) to handle the parameter. 
sekctionfkompisnotneoessary.Itsuikestohavepas 
because the sets over which we quantify are sets of 
The sets E -recu&einparealmdyclomiunder 
A theory is Henliked if there is a collection E of constants such that fix every 
formaia O(x) in the w, with f!ree variable x, there is an e E E such that 
“3x: O(x)-, 8(e),, is in the theory. The purpose of Henkinization is that there are 
with universe {p 1 e E E}. This definition and theorem persist when 
to a definable subset of a model. 
LetTbeaoonsistenttheoryinaoountablelanguage~, Easetof 
terms, and Q, a formula with one free variable. A formula 49(x) is 
Tp-He&inked in T from E if “3x ((p(x) A 6(x))-, (q(e) A O(e))” E T for some 
e E E. (Note that if (p(e) E T, then the “q(e)‘* in the consequent is redundant.) T 
is p-Her&in&d from E if every 0 is q-He&n&d in T fkom E. 
Lete&ei,... be a new o-sequence of Henkin cons+=& and &, &, . . . 
the fkxmulae of the expanded language with free variable x such that 8i contains 
no occurrence of e; if j a i. At stage 1~, suppose we already have as consistent 
axioms {rye, l l l P q&-i} W T. Let 9% be 3x O&x)+ O&Q. Then let ty(x,) be 
% Or l l l # G-1 A 
9(x”)-* q(e) A *iz 
with xi replacing e;. By hypothesis, ‘2x&x,,) A 
‘T for some e E E. Let @2n+l be q(ek)+ & = e for some 
such e. {vO, . . . 9 tyz,+l}WT is consistent. Let ~=,TW{~~,I~EO} be a 
consistent mmpletion. The term model !D8 generated by the ei’s and f satisfies T. 
By construction, if !?!lZ I= a(ei), then % t= e; = e for some e E E. 0 
te ately to handle p-Henkinizations 
of several q’s depends oc QD. 
Anofher extemh of V&n de Wielc’s theorem 
The s&ems for the E-recursive functions are 
{e}(x)=xi ife=(l,n,i) (wherex=q,...,x,), 
MM = xi -x/ ife=(2,n,i,j), 
{e}(x) = (x,, x/) if e = (3, u, i, j), 
{e}(x, x) = U{{C)(Y, x) I Y -1 if e = (4, n, 4, 
{e)(r) = {C~WlW, l l . 3 {d,}(x)) ife= (5, n, m c, 4,. . . B 4J, 
{ I( e c, ~1, . . . . xm,yl ,..., ym)={c}(xl ,..., x,) ife=(6,n,m). 
A function F is uniformly &(p) over admissible sets if there is a X1 formula 
q(x, y, p) such that for every admissible set (A, E) with p E A, Vx E A, F(x) = y 
iff A b ~P(G y, P)= 
3. Praof of t&e YIlwozem 
(1) (e) If F(x) = {e}(p, x); then the & deli&ion is “there is a computation 
tree showing that {e}(p, x) = y”. This works in any admissible set containing p 
since such a set is Enclosed. 
(3) Let F be defined by up : F(x) = y iff g~(x, y, p), 43 &. Let W-rkx), the 
witness rank’ of x, be the least Q! such that I,,+&, p] Hy q(x, y, p). For 
notational convenience we assume that p is transitive, since this argument is 
essentially unchanged by replacing p with “K(p), recursively in p. 
Let .Z be the tit-order fmitary language with non-logical symbols E, 2, @, 6, c, 
4, and ei for each (I EP and i E O. E is a binary predicate symbol, ei an mi-ary 
function symbol (m, delined below), and the rest constants. Z& is S’ with i 
restricted to beiig <n. If Th is an S-theory, Th, is Th restricteti to Sm. Let T 
include the following: 
diagram P (i.e.9 Ml E 41 I Qo E Sll u {B Efj I4 E PII9 
=, 
c and 4 are ordinals, 
V-rk@) s c, 
do = W-rk(R), 4&M+==*, 
es(q) <c for each q EP<* of length mi. 
This is consistent, by compactness. (Let x = c = o, @RI = L,Jp]. In any finite 
subset of T there are only finitely many &s to be interpreted and Work(x) a 
V-rk(x) = o embeds any finite linear order.) Henkinize from the e,(q) with 
respect to “x < c” as follows. Let (& 1 i E to) list recursively all the formulae in 
the language without the d’s, such that ei and d* do not appear in Oj for j s i. A”i 
stage IZ include in T 
* < c ft&, qj + %(en(q j, 9) 
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. ‘Ibe final theory Tis consistent by am-mess. 
an&tent, it borders on inconsistency. More precisely, it has 
whiCI#@==paEdPiS-. IIlisisbecau!Ieif8Gs 
is undefined there. 
acertaintreeon 
In what follows, we will want to “x~p”-Henkinize from the set 
We abbrev& this notion by the term ‘p-Henkinize”. Also, iffis a 
fFwn{~)iEQ),qEp~~}~ORDacdTbisan~-~ry,then 
Given y E ORD, let Try be the following tree. A’node nd is a triple (n, f, T’), 
with n an integer (the length of nd, w&ten Indl),f:n xpc’+y finite, and T’ a 
~setafp-~o~of~~~~,suchthatTI,UT’isw~nt.So 
~~ia~apptoximation~amodelinw~cWayandBW=p.n~ 
extm&ndBIS~n,f~fandT’~T’. 
Assign cmdid ranks to nodes iductively. 
Vi G lndl ?q EJP 3S3 s nd, n”d E (T&, iQ E dom$ 
and f’ contains a p-He-on of d&(q). rk(nd) is the least ar such that 
nd $ o’r&+l if any. 
Supposethereisanwrrankednodendo-wefiadaspecialpathtbroughthe 
tree. Use the cou~~M-&ty of p to list all iq in an m-sequence (such that (i + 1)q 
comes after iq’ for some q’). At stage ‘r, ex%;ld nd, to nd,+I unranked which 
p-Henkinizs &Jq,J and evaluates f(&q,J. The union of these nodes is a 
complete set T’ of p-Henkinizations and a total function f: {Q}-, y such that 
p U T’ is consistent (by compactness). Since T is “x < c”-He&in&d from the 
e8’s, T’ ha2 a model in which fiw = p and cpR = {e?(q)}, so t? s y. As shown 
above, this is impossible. Therefore, every node is ranked. Let 
/Tr,,l = sup{rk(nd) + P f nd E Tr,}. 
This total ranking can be construed as a p-f that F is total on all x’s of 
V-rank ey in any admissible set with p. Better yet% this rank+ yieMs more, as it 
bounds the ordinals through which one must search for the value. 
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Ciaim. For every x, 
Work(x) < ITQ,_~~[. 
Pm&. Let Work(x) = cue> l - l > cu,+ If sll is any transitive admissible s t with x 
andp, then$RkT,with tW=E, $==x, p=V-rkx, gw=q, e=tut, andsome 
interpretation of the q’s (i en). Furthermore, Th(9R) is fully p-Henki&ed. Let 
nd be any triple corresponding to ?E nd = (n, fi T’), where f(h) = e&)m and 
T’ &I+h(!lR). We show rk(nd) B cu,+, inductively on CU,_~. The claim then 
Mows, as 
I’Irvnxl > rk( (1,0,8)) a W-rk(x). 
If cw,_1= 0 we must show only that nd is a node on the tree. T{ U T’ is 
consistent because it is modeled by 19DE. 
The case ar,+ a limit follows trivially by induction. 
If %8-l =/3+1, extend %R to !LR’bT,+l, with &!‘=/3. If i~n+l, !I@ 
interprets e&) and p-He&inizes 4&(q) in x+l. Any triple nd’ derived from ZDZ 
inductively has rka /3, and is consistent with nd since 2R’ extends 19Dt. So 
nd U nd’ < nd and has rank a@, and rk(nd) 2 j9 + I. q (CM) 
The facts above give a construction of F(x). Compute V-tk(x). Build TrWXI, 
and evaluate its rank (say a). Then pick F(n) out of L&p]. We must check 
that this is E-recursive in p and x, uniformly. Since the E-recursive functions are 
closed under composition, it su&es to check that each step is E-recursive in 
(P, x)- 
Fit, assume without loss of generality that tOSEp, since otherwise p is 
hereditarily finite, and hence p ~~0, which is effectively the case with no 
parameter. In general, p” s&p, so peWEp, CO. By our assumption, pc”“Ep. 
Now rk(x) SEx quite directly. (7, p ) - Tr, is E-recursive, because 
Tr,, s o x {f If: {iq}+ y fmite} x Z-formulae~Ep, y, 
and Tr, is simply definable (using a~ as a parameter in the consistency check). 
Furthermore, the rank function is E-recursive in p, by induction. Assume that rk 
isrecursiveonalln?i~nd, ndETr,,, and hassupa. Ifthereisanodeofrank a 
which p-Her&i&es g+(q) and evaluates f(h), for each i s lndl and q Opel, then 
rk(nd) = a + 1, else rk(nd) = a. Deciding whether there is such a node for a 
given & is E-recursive in @ (and T-r,, and nd), hence seeing whether this 
operation ever fails is E-recursive in p. The important point here is that the 
correct answer for iq can always be given; that is, the induced function: 
(&}-) {T, F) is total. By tra&nite recursion, the whole rank function is 
E-recursive (in p and Tr,). y - L, is E-recursive, and y - L,,[x, p] is E-recursive 
in (p, x). Ch=bg whether L,[x, p] C= q(x, y, p) is &(L,[x, p], x, y, p), hence 
E-recursive in (L,[x, p], x, y, p). Taking all y E L,[x, p] such that L,[x, p] k 
q(x, y, p) is E-recursive, and produces (F(x)}. 
(2) (e) is as in (1). 
(*) is a corolhy of (1). Work in a generic extension of V in which K(p) is 
.FCNb do V[G]: 
defhition works in 
itM~logkaFe~rthanthoseofE-recursion 
canbeex&ackdfkomthisprooftbanfsomSlaman%. 
fkomp.Chmbiningthesetworesults,weseethatif 
some partial func%ions (meaning that if selection 
)is~),thenitcanbe~ltpinno~totalfundioIls.Seoond, 
is &form. &,I does not depend on x, and so works for all x of 
v4ankc y. 
One of the two equivalent statements in the theorem is that F is 
&defmable over all E-stawhd admissible sets. Can tbis be strength- 
ened to Fbeing so definable over aU admissiile sets (A, &)? 
Can Shman’s proof be adapted to avoid selection from p? 
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